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REGULATORY DOCUMENT REQUESTS

To address the variety of technical documents being requested by Retailers and other 
International Import/Export Regulatory Agencies for the products we manufacture, we have 
generated this comprehensive Technical Document Fee Schedule.

Please send all your technical document requests to documents@rainshadowlabs.com and 
allow up to 2-3 weeks for completion...although some documents requiring suppliers’ assistance 
may take longer.

CAUTION:  Many foreign governments are requesting the technical details to the ingredients in 
your products as a condition to import, BUT by providing the detailed breakdown of your prod-
ucts ingredients you are potentially giving the receiving agency the specific information it needs 
to counterfeit your product.  

Some of our customers tell us of instances where they received one order but after providing the 
detailed ingredient information they have NO follow-up orders. They find that their companies’ 
products continue to be sold throughout the country…OR sold under a different name but using 
the same ingredients.  

Please take as much time as necessary to fully check out the company or agency that is asking 
for your products detailed ingredient information.

TECHNICAL DOCUMENT GENERATING FEE
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) documents for ALL the 
INGREDIENTS use in your formula

$1000 per product

The Certificate of Analysis (C of A) documents for ALL the 
INGREDIENTS use in your formula

$1000 per product

Product volume discount for 
MSDS and C of A 
requested all at the same time

1-2 products $1000 each
3-5 products $900 each
6-9 products $800 each
10+ products $700 each

The MSDS or  C of A document for ONE INGREDIENT $250 per ingredient
The FINISHED PRODUCT Ingredients Listed by % RANGE, in 
‘INCI’ Format

FREE

The FINISHED PRODUCT Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) FREE
The FINISHED PRODUCT Certificate of Analysis (C of A) FREE
The FINISHED PRODUCT “No Animal Testing Certificate” FREE
The FRAGRANCE ‘Allergen Statement’ from SUPPLIER FREE
INGREDIENT “Certified Organic Certificate” from SUPPLIER $50 per ingredient
INGREDIENT Sourcing or “Derived From” information from 
SUPPLIER (Examples: Plant-Derived, Natural, Organic, Non 
GMO, Non Gluten, Vegan, Nut Free, Soy Free)

$50 per ingredient

VALIDATED Stability Testing Documentation Service provided and billed by 
BioScreen www.bioscreen.com

VALIDATED Preservative Effectiveness Testing report Service provided and billed by 
BioScreen www.bioscreen.com
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